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Ensuring Social Distancing
for Safe Office Re-Entry

Gain actionable insights into space usage and track adherence  
to social distancing guidelines as employees resume in-office collaboration.

Success Story: Vyopta is key to Return to Office plan

• Set up new occupancy limits to monitor safe space capacity

• Track areas of concern if outbreak occurs

• Ensure compliance with preventative guidelines

• Avoid $1M building cleanup cost if employee has COVID-19

• Identify and address those in non-compliance

• Leverage existing in-room endpoints with sensors

• Provide reports for corporate compliance, governance

To learn more, contact sales@vyopta.com.

ENSURE SAFE
RE-ENTRY PLANS

Use data on how employees 
collaborate to identify meetings or 

spaces that exceed safe occupancy, 
and create more space by clearing 

unused room bookings.

AID CONTACT  
TRACING

Identify invitees for  
meetings with known  

exposure to proactively  
aid contact tracing. 

ESTABLISH SANITATION 
PROTOCOLS

Determine highest trafficked spaces 
to prioritize room decontamination 

and deep cleaning, and confirm 
people presence in spaces during 
regular night shift cleaning rounds.

It used to be about using data 

to maximize ROI and cram 

people into spaces. Now we 

still want ROI, but we need 

data not only for that but to 

also make sure people are 

safe! 
Digital Workplace Manager  
Large Beverage Company
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Workspace Insights

Vyopta’s approach and Workspace Insights solution combine data from 
calendars and existing in-room conferencing technology to provide actionable 
data on booking behavior, space usage, and technology usage.

3-Step Approach to Workspace Optimization

Types of Data Collected

Track Space Utilization1 Reduce Inefficient Usage 2 Optimize ROI & planning3

• View meeting attendance trends
• Track around-the-clock room activity
• Customize views by location, org, etc.

• Identify ghost, zombie meetings
• Compare capacity vs. occupancy
• Identify frequent booking offenders

• Identify underutilized resources
• Understand technology usage
• Discover activity outside calls

People 

Space 

Technology

Discover how people are 
using spaces in and out of 
scheduled meeting times, 
and correct undesirable 
booking behavior

Identify trends by site, room 
type, department or 
geographic location, and 
take action to grow adoption 
and ensure safe usage

Understand how deployed 
technology is being 
leveraged across the 
organization, in and outside 
of calls

• Scheduled Meetings (count and durations)
• Attended Meetings (count and durations)
• Missed Meetings (count and durations)
• People Count in booked spaces
• People Presence in booked spaces

• People Count
• People Presence
• Room Capacity (total and safe)
• % Occupied
• Ad-hoc (unscheduled) room usage

Counts and durations of following activity types:
• No Activity
• People Only
• Video Only
• Audio Only

• Presentation Only
• Presentation & Video
• Presentation & Audio
• Activities as % of total

Learn more at vyopta.com

Vyopta is a leading provider of collaboration performance management and meeting room insights solutions. With coverage that spans video, voice, and 
messaging from Cisco, Microsoft, Poly, Pexip, Zoom, BlueJeans, and more, Vyopta helps companies improve quality of experience, accelerate workplace 
transformation and optimize investments across UC and conference rooms. Vyopta monitors and analyzes over 10 billion meeting minutes annually 
across the largest enterprises in the world, including Workday, AstraZeneca, Stanford University, Shared Services Canada and the US Department of 
Veterans Affairs.
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